Abstract: Evolution of directed flow of charged particles produced in relativistic heavy-ion collisions at energies 4 ≤ √ s ≤ 19.6 GeV is considered within two microscopic transport models, ultra-relativistic quantum molecular dynamics (UrQMD) and quark-gluon string model (QGSM). In both models, the directed flow of protons changes its sign at midrapidity from antiflow to normal flow with decreasing energy of collisions, whereas the flows of mesons and antiprotons remain antiflow-oriented. For lighter colliding systems, such as Cu+Cu or S+S, changing of the proton directed flow occurs at lower bombarding energies and for more central topologies compared to a heavy Au+Au system. The differences can be explained by dissimilar production zones of different hadrons and by the influence of spectators. Directed flows of most abundant hadronic species at midrapidity are found to be formed within t = 10-12 fm/c after the beginning of nuclear collision. The influence of hard and soft mean-field potentials on the directed flow is also studied.
Introduction
The collective flow was proposed as a measure of expansion of hadrons, produced in relativistic heavy-ion collisions, in both longitudinal and transverse directions in [1, 2] . The first experimental measurement of the flow was done by the Plastic Ball collaboration [3] at Bevalac. Since then, the intensive study of this phenomenon by theoreticians and the experimentalists has begun. Initially, the collective flow in transverse plane, which is orthogonal to the beam axis, was decomposed onto the bounce-off flow projected on the impact parameter axis and the squeeze-out flow orthogonal to the reaction plane, see e.g., [4] .
The method of decomposition of the transverse flow in infinite Fourier series was proposed in [5, 6] . It states that the invariant cross section can be written as
here y is rapidity, p T is particle transverse momentum, φ is the azimuth between the p T and the participant event plane, and Ψ n is the azimuthal angle of the event plane of n-th flow component.
The averaging in Equation (2) is performed over all hadrons in a single event and over all events. The first term in Equation (1) represents the isotropic flow, whereas the sum is related to the anisotropic flow. The first components of the latter are known as directed, v 1 , elliptic, v 2 , triangular, v 3 , flow, and so forth. It appears that in the energy range between √ s = 4 GeV and √ s = 10 GeV directed flow of protons at midrapidity, v p 1 | y=0 , changes its sign from "normal" (for definition, see below) to "antiflow", whereas the directed flows of mesons and antiprotons remain antiflow-oriented. Also, it is well-known that the directed flow of hadrons should drop and even vanish in the vicinity of first order deconfinement phase transition [7] [8] [9] . This circumstance explains the interest to the study of directed flow at beam energy scan (BES) program at RHIC, at CERN SPS, and at future accelerators NICA JINR and FAIR GSI.
In the present study we employ two microscopic transport models, ultra-relativistic quantum molecular dynamics (UrQMD) [10, 11] and quark-gluon string model (QGSM) [12] [13] [14] , to investigate heavy-ion collisions in the energy range 4 ≤ √ s ≤ 19.6 GeV. Of particular interest is the models ability to reproduce the basic peculiarities in the development of the directed flow of identified hadrons. The paper is organized as follows. Primary features of both models are sketched in Section 2. Section 3 presents the results of our study of the energy-, mass-, and y-dependence of v 1 of different hadron species. Time evolution of the v 1 at midrapidity is compared to the directed flow of hadrons frozen out at different times. The influence of the mean-field potentials on the development of v 1 is also studied. Conclusions are drawn in Section 4.
Similarities and Differences Between Microscopic Models
Both UrQMD [10, 11] and QGSM [12] [13] [14] are Monte Carlo event generators designed for description of relativistic hh, hA and A+A interactions. The multiparticle production takes place via formation and fragmentation of specific colored objects, strings, stretching uniformly between the quarks, diquarks, and their antistates. The string tension is about κ ≈ 1 GeV/fm, and strings break into hadrons via the Schwinger-like mechanism of (di)quark-anti(di)quark formation. However, both mechanisms of the string formation and the string fragmentation in the models are different.
There are two possible methods of string excitation. UrQMD employs the longitudinal excitation of strings which is characteristic for all Lund-based string models [15] . Here the mass of the string arises from the momentum transfer, and the strings are stretching between the constituents belonging to the same hadron. Also, for hard collisions with the momentum transfer larger than 1.5 GeV/c UrQMD employs PYTHIA [16] . QGSM utilizes the color exchange mechanism [17] , in which the constituents at the string ends belong to different hadrons. The variety of subprocesses in the latter case is much richer compared to the longitudinal excitation. For the string fragmentation process the string models utilize three possible schemes. The first scenario, suggested by the Lund group [15] , implies that the string always splits into a sub-string and a particle on the mass shell at the end of the fragmenting string. This option is realized in UrQMD. In the second scheme the string splits into two sub-strings according to the area law [18] . The third option is provided by the Field-Feynman mechanism [19] . Here the string fragmentation takes place independently from both ends of the string. This scenario is employed in QGSM.
Both models utilize available experimental information, such as hadron cross sections, resonance widths and decay modes. For the description of hadron-nucleus and nucleus-nucleus collisions hadronic cascade is used. Particle propagation between the collisions is governed by Hamilton equations of motion. To obey the uncertainty principle, newly produced particles can interact only after the certain formation time. The Pauli principle is implemented by blocking the final state if the outgoing phase space is already occupied.
Main Results
To investigate the basic features of the directed flow of pions and protons in microscopic models we opted for three bombarding energies, √ s = 4 GeV, 7.7 GeV and 19 GeV, three systems of colliding nuclei, Au+Au, Cu+Cu and S+S, and three centrality intervals, σ/σ geo = 0-10%, 10-40% and 40-80%. We consider directed flow of protons, v p 1 (y), first. These distributions are displayed in Figure 1 . According to definition [20, 21] , if the product of particle momentum along x-axis and rapidity is positive, p x · y > 0, the flow is considered as "normal". In the opposite case, i.e., if p x · y < 0, we call it "antiflow". Note that at ultrarelativistic energies, the directed flow of both protons and pions at midrapidity is practically zero. Let us see how the directed flow of protons in Au+Au collisions is changing with decreasing collision energy from 19 GeV to 4 GeV. Firstly, calculations are done with the QGSM. For peripheral collisions v p 1 (y) has a characteristic wiggle structure, see bottom plots in Figure 1 . It demonstrates weak antiflow at midrapidity. For semicentral Cu+Cu and S+S collisions with centrality 0-10% one sees antiflow at √ s = 19.6 GeV, however, at √ s = 7.7 GeV the directed flow of protons is already normally elongated. This transformation is happening because the flying away baryon-rich remnants of colliding nuclei are closer to midrapidity zone, and the directed flow of charged hadrons in the remnants is developed in normal direction. Moreover, transition from antiflow to normal flow occurs earlier (in energy scale) in heavy-ion collisions compared to the light-ion ones. The explanation of this effect is as follows [22] [23] [24] [25] . Hadrons are produced more copiously in heavy-ion collisions than in light-ion collisions at the same centrality range. Hadrons emitted in the direction of nuclear remnants will interact further thus acquiring an extra momentum. These hadrons will be pushed from the midrapidity area to higher rapidity regions. For a light-ion system with lower multiplicity of secondary hadrons the loss of a few hadrons emitted in normal flow direction would be more noticeable compared to the heavy-ion system. It is worth noting that this effect is opposite to the reduction (or softening) of directed flow caused by the quark-gluon plasma (QGP) formation. The QGP is expected to be produced in (semi)central heavy-ion collisions rather than in light-ion ones. Therefore, the softening of proton directed flow at y = 0 should set in earlier in Au+Au collisions compared to Cu+Cu or S+S collisions at the same energy.
For pions the picture is more permanent, as shown in Figure 2 . Here the directed flow of pions at midrapidity demonstrates a distinct antiflow behavior for both heavy-and light-ion colliding systems, at all three bombarding energies, and for all three centrality bins.
Similar behavior is also observed in UrQMD calculations. To see the change of the proton flow direction clearly we present in Figure 3 v p 1 (y) for S+S collisions at √ s = 3.5 GeV, 7.7 GeV and 11.6 GeV, respectively. At lower collision energies the peaks, associated with the proton flow in the nuclei remnants areas, become closer to the midrapidity zone. Thus, protons with normal flow also start to determine the directed flow of protons at midrapidity. Directed flow of pions in these reactions is shown in Figure 4 . It demonstrates a clear antiflow, which is slightly increasing with decreasing bombarding energy.
These features of the hadronic flow definitely need further investigation. Figure 5 (upper row) presents the snapshot of particle directed flows and densities for protons, antiprotons and charged pions in Au+Au collisions with the impact parameter b = 6 fm at √ s = 7.7 GeV after 10 fm/c of beginning of the collision. The whole space was subdivided into cells with volume V = 3 fm 3 . The arrows indicate the collective velocities calculated for each cell. Density contours show that spatial distributions of p,p and π ± are quite different. Protons are strongly influenced by the spectators, whereas the distributions of pions and antiprotons are more symmetric w.r.t. z = 0. The arising directed flow is a result of superposition of the partial flows in the cells, each having either positive (normal flow) or negative (antiflow) sign. Evolution of the directed flow of these three particle species at midrapidity is displayed in Figure 5 (bottom row). Although both normal flow and antiflow of all species are quickly developed within the first 1.5 fm/c, their resulting flow is weak compared to both flow and antiflow, components. It looks like the development of directed flow takes time longer than t = 14 fm/c even at midrapidity. Our next investigation concerns the evolution of partial differential flows of protons, charged pions and kaons, and Lambdas at y = 0. Results of the calculations for Au+Au collisions with b = 6 fm at √ s = 11.6 GeV are shown in Figure 6 . Each plot displays two distributions. The first distribution, labeled as "time slices", presents the partial v 1 of a certain hadron species at midrapidity taken from t = 2 fm/c with the time step 1 fm/c, i.e., at t = 2 fm/c, 3 fm/c, 4 fm/c and so forth. However, not all of these hadrons contribute to final midrapidity flow after the freeze-out of particles. The second distribution, therefore, represents the v 1 | y=0 of hadrons from the final spectrum frozen out at t = 2.5 ± 0.5 fm/c, 3.5 ± 0.5 fm/c, etc. For all particle species the two curves converge to each other at 12 ≤ t ≤ 15 fm/c. One can see from this comparison that baryons, which are decoupled from the system at times 4 ≤ t ≤ 8 fm/c, carry quite strong directed flow at midrapidity. However, if we would stop all interactions between the hadrons at this moment, the flow developed by the baryons will be weak. It is also weaker than the final directed flow of baryons after the particle freeze-out. For mesons the picture is similar to that with baryons but in terms of the antiflow. Both the pions and kaons emitted earlier carry stronger antiflow at midrapidity, whereas the v 1 | y=0 of these particles is slowly increasing up to quite late times. The next problem is the investigation of the influence of mean fields on the strength of directed flow of identified hadrons. Recall that the mean-field potential in UrQMD consists of three parts [10] , namely, Yukawa potential, Coulomb potential and Skyrme potential:
where
Parameters of the hard and the soft potentials used in the calculations are listed in Table 1 . Note that direct comparison of results of model calculations with the experimental data is a very non-trivial task. One has to know not only the (pseudo)rapidity and transverse momentum cuts, but also binning of v 1 (y) distributions and rapidity interval chosen for the fit, determine the centrality according the multiplicity distribution, etc. Thus, the main goal of our present paper is to study the general trends and present a model description of hadron directed flow rather than fine tuning the free parameters of the models. To study the influence of hard and soft mean field potentials on the directed flow of identified hadrons and energy dependence of the flow, we generated one million minimum bias Au+Au collisions at center-of-mass energies √ s = 4, 7.7, 11.5, 19.6, 32, 62.4 and 200 GeV, respectively. For each energy below √ s = 19.6 GeV one run was with the hard potential, another was with the soft potential, and the third one was without the mean fields. Multiplicity-based centrality separation was performed and semicentral (10-40%) events were chosen for further analysis. The midrapidity slope of directed flow was determined within the interval |y| ≤ 0.5. Because the position of the event plane (EP) in the experiment is unknown, we employed also the experimental procedure [26] of the event plane restoration to estimate the possible systematic errors. Results obtained for baryons, namely protons, antiprotons, Lambdas and antiLambdas, are shown in Figure 7 . For comparison, experimental data of the STAR collaboration [26, 27] are also plotted onto the UrQMD calculations. Calculated values of dv 1 /dy| y=0 as a function of √ s for charged pions and charged kaons are displayed in Figure 8 . One can see in Figure 7 that for protons and Lambdas the version without the mean fields provide fair quantitative description of the data. Calculations with hard potential (stiff equation of state, EOS1) provide too strong flow and antiflow of these particles, whereas the soft potential (EOS2) makes the flow weaker. For antibaryons, the soft potential provides better quantitative agreement with the experiment at √ s = 11.5 GeV but cannot match the data at √ s = 7.7 GeV. Nevertheless, the changing of the sign from normal flow to antiflow for baryons within the interval 7.7 ≤ √ s ≤ 11.5 GeV and decrease of the antibaryon antiflow is reproduced. For charged mesons, both hard and soft potentials do not play a decisive role at √ s ≥ 11.5 GeV. At lower energies all calculations predict stronger antiflow for all mesons except positive kaons. This interesting problem needs further investigation. 
Conclusions
Two microscopic transport models, UrQMD and QGSM, were used to study general features of directed flow of identified hadrons in heavy-ion collisions in the energy range 4 GeV ≤ √ s ≤ 19.6 GeV. Although the mechanisms of string excitation and string fragmentation in the models are different, both UrQMD and QGSM indicate that directed flow of protons and Lambdas is positive (normal flow) in central and semicentral collisions at √ s ≤ 7.7 GeV. It is reduced and develops an antiflow with increasing bombarding energy and as the reaction becomes more peripheral. Moreover, this effect is stronger in light-ion collisions with the same centrality. This feature can be explained by the influence of dense baryon-rich remnants of colliding nuclei. Directed flows of antibaryons and mesons demonstrate stable weak antiflow behavior for all energies and all centralities.
Time evolution of partial directed flows of identified hadrons at midrapidity takes about 10-15 fm/c at collision energies around 11.6 GeV. These distributions can be decomposed onto two parts representing normal flow and antiflow. Both parts have quite substantial magnitudes, whereas the resulting flow is relatively weak. Calculations with hard and soft mean-field potentials of Au+Au collisions at √ s ≤ 19.6 GeV show that these potentials influence mainly directed flow of baryons rather than that of mesons. The model calculations qualitatively reproduce the experimentally-observed trends. Quantitative description of the data in the intermediate energy range, however, is a complex problem demanding further investigation.
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